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Purpose

• Many good tools developed
• Often not known by community
• Proposal
  – Build inventory and promote on user tools available
  – Discussion on features (what tools offer today, what is required by users)
  – Collaborative development?
Tools checklist

- Pointer to the code
- Documentation/instructions. What does it solve?
- Restrictions? (code distribution)
- Dependencies
  - E.g. uses ibutil version x.y, uses SPLUNK, etc.
- Portability
- Scaling
Open discussion
Next Steps

• Capture this discussion on the User Wiki
• If enough interest (volunteers), followup discussion on tele/video conf.
  – Update the inventory of existing tools
  – Discuss users requirements
  – Identify missing pieces in current tools
• Volunteers to do the work
  – Programmers, testers and bug reporters (github?)
• Discuss with TAC if this should be formalized
Thank You
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